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'Amendment fever'
strikes Senate
Sociology Professor Dan Stem listens to repeated criticisms of
his conduct at department meeting on Wednesday [Photo by
Robert Trahan]

Stern · attacked

by peers

Senator Jacobo Szapiro [center] _readies his presentation of one of many constitutional
amendments. [Photo by Robert Kosinski]
by Robert J. Kosinski
One of the amendments
proposed by Student Senator
Jacobo Szapiro was passed,
the other defeated at the
Student Senate meeting of
Monday, December 1. The two
proposed amendments were
reconsidered and entered on
the minutes ·at the previous
meeting by Senators who
wanted to allow Senate Presi-

dent Tom Lasser to appeal a
Student Supreme Court decision regarding the Student
Con~tutition's provisions for
the adoptipn of amei:idments, to
University President James
Mullen.
The Court ruled that the
Constitution states an amendment can be passed by only
two-thirds of th~se senators
present with a quorum being

Tuition deadline
nears
Northeastern
students
should be aware of the
deadline dates for the payment
of their tuition and fees for the
Winter Trimester.
· Students who register by
mail or those who advance
registered must pay tuition
and fees on or before .December
12 in the following manners:
1) Enclose a check with the
appropriate amount, along
with a copy of your bill in the
envelope which has been
provided. This must be returned to the Cashier's Office
NO LATER than 4 pm on
December 10, 1975. YOU
MAY NOT RECEIVE A
BILL.
2) If you have not paid your
bill by December 10, you must

pay in person at the Cashier's
Office on December 11 between
9 am and 5:30 pm or on
December 12 between 9 am
and 6:30 pm.
Your registration must be
confirmed. Even students receiving Financial Aid must
· have their bills receipted by
the Cashier in one of those two
ways.
Counselor David Helfand
says that last September over
600 registrations were cancelled because students who
did not receive bills failed to
come in and pay.
Remember, if you do not
pay your bill by the December
12 deadline, your registration
WILL be cancelled.

present. Lasser felt that the
meaning of the Constitution
was to require a two-thirds
vote of the entire Senate. He
says he consulted with the
University Attorney Marian
Ming, who supported his
interpretation and he appealed
to the President. Lasser says
Mullen was out of town and
was not available to render his
final interpretation in time for
Monday's meeting.
Szapiro's Amendment XIV
(amendment to Article IV,
Section II Letter B) was
approved 15 to 8 with a
minimum of 15 affirmative
votes required. The amendment allows •for the Student
Senate to take the initiative of
appointing Supreme Court
justices to the Court if the
Senate President fails to do so
. within 30 days of a vacancy.
Szapiro's amendment XV to
Article VII, Section I involves
the role of the Student Affairs
Council in student disciplinary
decisions. The amendment
reads: C. J<'unction. To develop
policies relating to Student
Affairs. To act as an appeal
board for a review of a
decision involving student
affairs upon the request of a

by Robert J. Kosinski
Daniel Stem professor of
Sociology was accused by
members of tliat department
and other persons of distributing "confidential" information
of student grievances against
Sociology Professor Samuel
Betances, at a Sociology
Department meeting on
Wednesday, December 3.
Members of the ~tudent
Grievance Committee of the
department said Stern had
already been censured by the
department for similar activi·
ties on an ·earlier occasion. The
Committee brought the question before the department of
what recourse they had in the
case - of repeated disobedience
by faculty members.

The matters in question are
grievances of students who
objected to Betances conduct
toward them in his classes.
There are reportedly five such
grievances.
Sociology Professor defended Betances by saying, "I
voted for Samuel Betances'
retention in the department
and would do so for one,
because his class evaluation's
by students have been excellent, better than 90 per cent
giving him "excellent" rankings which is exceptional in
any department.
Glick added, "Also , I'm
certain sd'rneone could follow
us all around and find
something wrong in what we
(cont'd on page 5)

Legal v iews c lash
on SAC
by Robert J. Kosinski
Student Senator Jacobo
Szapiro says he recently
consulted his attorney regarding the N ortheastem Illinois
University Policies and Procedures Related to Academic
Freedom, Standards of Conduct and Discipline and was
told that University Attorney
Marian Ming's interpretation
of the passages regarding the
conduction of disciplinary procedings was wrong.
Ming was consulted by the
University to interpret from
those guidelines the proce-

<lures which would be used in
hearing the disciplinary case of
student Alfredo Mendez who
was charged with being the ·
responsible party in a physical
confrontation with another
student.
Ming said the policy allowed
for a hearing to be held by the
Dean of Students or his
designate (in this case disciplinary officer William Speller)
charges brought, and sentence
preferred. The student would
have the right to appeal the
decision to the Student Affairs
(cont'd on page 4)

sports
Ice Eagles tie
Michigan-Dearborn
details on page 8

(cont'd on page 3)
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Lament for love_
by Robert L. Trahan, Jr.

This column is being written, not as a rebuttal, but as
an amplification of a "Parenthesis" column, written several months ago about the
"Alice Doesn't Day" strike by
UNI women. The column
stated that the majority of
striking women who gathered
for a meeting on campus were
angry, more for being denied
human affection and respect
than for more concrete services.
I was touched by the
statements the writer said she
heard many women making,
and am surprised that other
men have not made a statement-about how men view the
problems these women are
facing. The column was, more
than a discussion, or a report,
a lament, and I found myself
lamenting with the writer.
I lamented the erosion of
quality of love and even the
quantity of love between
people. Why is it that we have
been so foolish as to make it
necessary for the women in the
world to stand up and say,
"Look, you guys, we're here,
we've been beside you since
God created us. Love us for
what we are. We are persons!"
Our problem is a mutual
lack of understanding. We
don't realize that women are
equal to men. Don't we both
have two arms, two eyes and
two legs? Just because what is
between the two legs is
different, is· tha:t enough
reason to think that the two
are so radically different that
we, and they, cannot think the
same thoughts (no matter how
deep), say the same words,
(nomatter how eloquent) or get
the same pay for the same job
(n o matter how high a
position)? Do the differences
between our genitals make our
capabilities in everyday living
so different? Must we remain
like t he lower orders, with
a n atomy irrevocap ly being
destiny?
Men and women were made
to complement each other, and
complement each other equally. This equality should be in
everything from the job market to t he mattress.
U n fo r tu na tely , it is n ot .
When God created man, He
realized man couldn't go it
alone. God then created woman. He made her to be a
companion of the Bible (for
those of us who still see t he
symbolism in t he Bible) ; God
made woman from the rib of
man. He did not make woman
from the rib of man. He did
not make woman from the foot
of man, because she shouldn't
be below him. He did not make
her from the head of man,
because she shouldn't be above
him. Rather, God made her
from the side of man so that
they should be equal and she
could walk beside him as his
friend.
If man- and woman were
made for each other, then, why
is it that in our society, as in
almost all others, we aren 't
doing our part? Why is it that'

1
so many men still enact some
glorikfied barbarism of "lie
there and take it, put up or
shut up?" Does it help their
egos? I have bad news for
them. If a pendulum swing is
on your side, it must eventually swing to the other side.
Women will exact their · price
for shame and fear undeserved.
If, however, women think
liberation means treating men
as ·men have treated women,
they, too, will pay the same
price for disrupting the wholeness God offered. Unless men
and women can be equal, there
can be no love between them,
because 'love is a fifty-fifty
proposition, if genuine. If you
don't have only games, and
hostilities, and subjugation,
and loneliness of a kind no
sexual prowess (read violence)
and no career (read exploitation) can comfort. Only in
equality is there love, sexually
and every other way.
When this equality exists
between men and women, then
the unsatisfied begin to see
that this is the real love
relationship, the quantity of
love in the world as a whole
will improve - and God
knows we could all use a
greater quantity of love.' This
is not just a magical equasion;
it is fact, borne out in the lives
of children of happy or
unhappy, lonely or fulfilled
parents,

who

carry

their

attitudes into the world and to
their own children.
For those who cannot see
that Biblical truths are echoed
by great thinkers removed
from ancient Biblical origins,
remember the words of Albert
Camus : "Don't walk behind
me, I may. not lead you, don't
walk in front of me, I may not
follow you, just walk beside
me, and be my friend ."

PHI
It's YOUR cause for
YOUR future! Join
the fight. Sign your
name in Room E-205S.

m

New po/i.
The Political Science Department announces a new
minor program in Public
Administration of 18 credit
hours. This program should be
of interest to students with
various majors who would like
to add courses in Public
Administration to broaden the
opportunities available to
them after graduation.
Students should be aware
that the growth of government
activity especially at the state,
county, and local levels shows
no signs of decreasing. The
number of people employed in
·government agencies has grown
to one out of six. There are
current fluctuations in the job
outlook in government agencies, but the long term outlook
is very good. For further
information, students should
attend the " Government Career Information Day" on
February 17, 1976, sponsored
by the Career Services Department.
'The Public Administration
minor will consist of three
required courses (45-332 Introduction to Public Administration, 45-349 Intergovernmental
Relations, and 45-367 Law and
Administration ), and a choice
of three courses from the fields
of Local Government, National
Government , and Administrative Practice and Techniques.
A student who has completed
the minor satisfactorily will

This is the final
issue of fall terni.
The next_PRINT
~ill be published
on Jan. IS, %976.

receive a certificate, and in the
near future, the minor will
appear on the student's transcript. Students interested in

this minor program should
contact the Political · Science
Department, office 2-081 in the
Classroom Building.

Film Committee
..

dV11indling

by Nicole Marle

Unicorn Films may be
forced to disband for the winter
quarter if the Commuter
Center Activities Board fails
to -find new students to work
on the Film Commit tee. The
current committee, whose
function it is to select and
organize the Wednesday noontime series, is staying alive
mainly through the efforts of
Renee Cart er , CCAB Film
Chairperson.
A meeting to help rejuvenate Unicorn Films will be
held Tuesday, December 9, at
1 pm, in E-205N, the CCAB
office. Carter hopes to attract
more students with an interest
in fi lm , to work on the
afternoon series starting wi_nter quarter.
Although audience response
to the Unicorn series - has
remained enthusiastic, interest
a mong curren t committee
members has dropped sharply

iti recent weeks. The film

group, normally made up of
ten students, is now operating
with only four active members.
Even without increased · student participation it would be
possible for the Unicorn program to be organized by
people on other CCAB committees. However , Cart er is
concerned that n ot enough
attention would be given film
programming at Northeastern
if t he fi lm commit t ee is
dissolved.
A tentative winter quarter
_schedule h a s already b een
assembled by the understaffed
committee. New film members
will be primarily responsible
fo r adjus t ing t h a t win ter
qu arter schedu le , a nd· fo r
selecting all fi lms for t he
Spring. In addition, memoers
will work on publicity, audience surveys and the general
organiza ti on of the movie
showings.

the stall
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Bovary .•
Eli Liebow: The Ancient
Mariner.
Isadore Salario: King Lear.
Roger Chacon: Captain
Ahab.
Tom Lasser: Horatio Alger.
(also not quite literary, but ..

parenthesis
by M. L. Robandt
glish majors will understand ;
Chances are , this being and, according to some Enfinals time, my student ship is glish professors, little danger
probably nonexistent. (One that even their charges will. At
must save the eyes for more , this rate, the new C.I.A. code
important things ). While the may be literary allusions . .. ):
President Mullen : Philip
faculty and administration is
waiting for tear-stained term Nolan, the Man without a
papers and gore-stained grade Country ("he loved his univerreports to come in, then, let me sity as no man ever loved her,
take this dubious opportunity but no man deserved less at
to refute the charge of some her hands" )? Jose Morales:
maniac a few weeks ago that Hester Prynne. (Howze about
I'm illit-rate. Let' s have some Mullen as Dimmesdale?)
literary (and quasi-literary)
Charles DuShane, Security:
post-mortums on Northeast- Ichabod Crane, pursued by the
ern ' s movers and shakers. spectre of student activists in
(According to some faculty, the night.
there's no danger any non-EnBill Lieneman: Lady Mac-

Beth, on the student's rights
issue.
Dan Stern, UPRS advisor:
The general who led the
Charge of the Light Brigade.
Harry White: Edgar Allen
Poe. · (Whenever the Young
W erthers he teaches, like me,
bop in for a last-minute
incomplete, he croaks, "Nevermore! " )
Me1 Skvarla: Long John
Silver? Grendel?
Jean Gillies: La Belle Dame
Sans Merci.
Harry Hild: Billy Budd.
Ann Smith: "Nan Bullen."
(not quite literary, but . .. )
Dav id Unumb: Madame

'Amendment fever'
( eont'd from page I)
student or student organization. To act as a court of first
instance in student disciplinary action.
The amendment, according
to Szap~o, would make the
Student Constitution better

introduced at the next Senate
meeting by ne)Vly elected
senator Don Orzeske reads as
follows:
Section I Amendment to
this constitution shall be
provided in one of two ways:

amendment must be published
twice in the student newspa•
per.
Szapiro says that the recent
influx of Constitutional
amendments in the Senate is
due mainly to the inactivity of

Senators Don Orzeske, Jim Jackson and Mike Newman analyze the parade of amendments at
Monday's Senate meeting. [Photo by Robert Kosinski]
coincide with the institutional
policy of Northeastern Illinois
·u niversity with regard to
disciplinary action.
The amendment was defeated 11 to 4 with 10
abstentions.
Szapiro's Amendment XVI
to Article, Section I to amend
the ameiidment policy outlined
in the constitution (see Print
Vol. 17, No. 11, Lasser to
appeal Court ruling] which was
~bled at the last meeting, was
also defeated by a vote of 12 to
12 with 2 abstentions. Szapiro
proposed a change prior to the
vote which would have allowed
for a referendum of the entire
student body if 10 per cent of
the st~dents rejected any
amendment passed by the
Senate.
Another p r oposal, which
was delayed in its presentation, but which s hould be

PRINT

a] by a petition of at least
the Senate's Constitution Re20 per cent of the student
vison Committee which was
commupity
formulated long ago for the
b] by the Senate, with the
purpose of rewriting the
approval of the student body.
Student Constitution.
Section II In order for any
In other significant action,
amendment to be ratified
the Senate agreed to a
under Section I Part B of this
suggestion by Senator Mike
article, the following proce·
Newman to have the elusive
dures must be followed :
Senate By-laws compiled and
a] It shall be presented in . · ordered by Senate Secretary
written form at a meeting of
Pat W ellbank.
the Senate by one of it s
Also, Vinc ent J. Moor e,
members, two-thirds vote of
Suprem e Cou r t ju,s tice a n d
the entire Senate being re- Szapiro were nominated to two
quired for approval
vacancies on the Constitution
b] Any amendment passed
Revision Committee. I n seby the Senate must be
parate voting, Moore was
approved by a simple majority
elected , but Szapiro was
of the student body voting in a
defeated unopposed for ·the
referendum.
final position.
c] A minimum of two weeks
The final Student Senate
shall be required to have
meeting of the Fall Trimester
elapsed between Senate approwill be Monday, December 15
val and a student referendum.
at 7 pm in the Nort h Dining
During t his time t he proposed
Hall.

.)
Joan Nordberg: Christian in
the Slough of Despond, a.k.a.
Student Activities.
Luis Gutierrez: According
to him, Savonarola; according
to Mullen, Iago.
The Board of Governors:

Page 3

Nero.
Governor Walker: Pilate.
Records/ Admissions: Charon.
Josiane Caron: Antigone.
Cliff Harralson: Herod, on
the free day-care issue.
Ron Wendell: The Minautaur .
Donna Iven: Cassandra.
Reynold Feldman/Ken Stetson: formerly feared to be
Roland and Oliver, now obviously Romulus and Remus.
Me: Dante or Tess D 'ubervilles .. .

Margolin honored
at CPD reception
by Shirley Harris
poster artists of the time.
Victor Margolin, · director of
In his epilogue Margolin
the Chicago Metropolitan writes, "The American poster
Higher Education Council and renaissance was brief but its
currently working out of effect on the visual arts was
Northeastern Illinois Universi- permanent. The poster in the
ty was honored by the 1890s was - the chief medium
Northeastern Center for Pro- through which Americans were
gram Development at a coffee introduced to the new Europehour, last Tuesday, December an graphic styles, particularly
2, in the office of University Art Nouveau and the post-imPresident James Mullen.
pressionist lithographic experiMargolin, has a new book,
ments. The enthusiasm for the
" American Poster Renais- artistic poster may, also be
sance," published by Watson- seen as an early phase of the
Guptill Publications , New loosening of academic ties that
York. It is the story of the culminated in the total freeposter as an art forrri coming dom of the 1913 Armory
into its _own on the American Show. "
scene in the 1890s. It is a big,
Margolin was born in 1941
slick, " coffee table" than half in New York City. He attended
of which is plates - both Columbia University where he
black and white and color - of edited the ' '. Cqlumbia Jester."
posters popular at that time.
After graduating with a bachelor of arts in English, he
Margolin covers the beginnings of posters as artistic studied film making in Paris
expression · in France, the -on a Fulbright Scholarship and
French influence on American
has since worked in publishartists, and the growth of the ing, television production, and
clean-cut, simple style such as
as a consultant on communicathat of Edward Penfield. He
tions projects for government
also goes into the part posters
organizations and corporaplay in recording the social
tions. At the age of 18,
climate of that decade both in
Margolin edited his first book,
France and the United States
"The Little Pun Book," which
and the rage of poster was followed by a sequel,
collecting which prevailed at
"Peter Pauper's Pun Book."
that time. Following the main
More recently, qe has edited
text is a collection of 68 short
"Propaganda - the Art of
biographies of the best known
Persuasion, World War II.'. '

~------------------~~-~_._.··-----,
~ap's Pizza
3:00 - 12:00 p.m.
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·\!'nnounc;ement;\
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT announces one vacancy on
each of the following committees - Board Policy Monitoring,
Constitution Revision and Student Fees and Allocations.
These vacancies will be filled at the next meeting on December
15 at 7:00 pm in the North Dining Hall. Those interested in
filling any of those vacancies should come to the meeting or to
the Student Government Office (E-205S) prior to that time.
CHARTER REVOCATION PROCEEDINGS have been
started for those clubs that have not turned in materials
requested by . the CHARTER REVIEW BOARD of the Student
Senate.
In order to avoid revocation of your club's charter, tum in said
material to the Charter Review Board (Room E-205S) before
December 12, 1975.
THE NORTHEASTERN ART ASSEMBLAGE is sponsoring
a Arts and Crafts Christmas Sale on Tuesday, December 9 from 9
am to 4 pm. Give an original for Christmas!
THE UNI BRASS CHOIR presents Jazz Arrangements of
Christmas Music directed by Dr. H. 0 . Harmon, professor of
Brass on December 9, 1975 at 1 :00 pm in the university
- auditorium. Admission is free.
THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION CLUB presents Les Paul
of the Great Books Reading Program, December 9 at 11 am in
Room 0-006. All students and faculty are encouraged to come. ·
INTERPRETERS THEATRE presents Do Black Patent
Leather Shoes Really Reflect Up? on December 5, 6, 12, and 13 at
8:00 in the Little Theatre.
" For twelve straight years I had been on this earth when, for
no apparent reason, God decided to stick me by allowing me to
become a teen-ager."
See what it was like to grow up Catholic on Chicago's South
Side, in this bittersweet, starkly honest production of Do Black
Patent Leather Shoes Really Reflect Up? Written by John R.
Powers, author of the popular book, " The Last Catholic In ·
America" Directed and Adapted by Charlotte S. Waisman.
HUM'AN POTENTIAL SEMINAR RESCHEDULED Section 02 of · next · trimester's HPS class (95-323) has been
rescheduled to Monday and Wednesday, 1-3 pm (2nd eight
weeks). If you are interested in this meaningful and enjoyable
small group process contact David Helfand in the University
Counseling Center, . B-115 - NOW. Written permission is
required to add this class to y-0ur schedule next trimester .on
Janu~ry 12-13-14. This class is a two hour credit, pass-no credit
grading.
·
STUDENTS INTERESTED in working for the Association of
Illinois · Student Governments (AISG) in Springfield during the
winter trimester as a political intern, please call Ext. 455 or stop
by Room E-205S.
RUTH HIGGINS, executive producer of the Chicago Theatre
Coalition, and Michael cullen, producer of the Travel Light
Theatre .will be the guest speaker at the next Stageplayers
meeting on Tues. Dec. 9 at 1 :00 in the Little Theatre. If you are
_interested in Chicago theatre and the opportunities it may hold
for you, please come to this important meeting. Everyone is
welcome. Refreshments will be served.
THE STUDENT SENATE is in need of a parliamentarian,
who is knowledgeable in Robert's Rules of Order. There is a
possibility of earning credit hours for their time and experie~ce.
If anyone is interested, please Contact the Student Senate office,
E-205 S or ext. 455.
NORTH RIVER COMMUNITY GALLERY sponsored by
Northeastern Illinois University, 3307 West Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, is interested in viewing slides for individual and group
shows for 1976.
Send a minimum of slides of 8 works, resume and statement on
the proposed exhibit to:
Merrie Cutts, Art Department, Northeastern Illinois
University, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis, Chicago 60625.
PREPARATIONS will begin _within the next week for those
individuals interested in attending both the Harvard and
Princeton Model United Nations Conference. The Princeton
University Model U.N. will be held in February, the Harvard
University Model U. N. in March. For information about meeting
times and places watch for posters or contact David Jordan,
Office C-625, Extension 530.

***

Field Museum presents
ecology exhibition
At the end of a film which is
an integral part of the Field
Museum's , new Man in His
Environment exhibit, an eagle
soars across the screen. A
narrator asks, "What is the
meaning of freedo11 if the
planet dies?" The question is not political
and not limited to the United
States. Rather, it has to do
with the problem of nian
severely damaging the complex natural systems of our
planet; depleting the earth of
its essential natural resources ;
polluting air, water, and land ·
alike; and forgetting that we
human beings are an integral
part of these systems.
Man in His Environment
could well be the most
significant - and most disturbing - exhibit mounted at
the museum since the institution opened its cloors more
than 80 years ago. For it does
·not merely inform - it asks
its visitors to consider the
earth's present and future. It
raises questions about the
ways in which the quality of
life on our planet is changing.
It asks: what are the consequences for us if we do not
choose wisely among the
options still open to us?
The ultimate hope of those
who conceived the exhibit is
that visitors will come away
from it with a heightened
concern for present realities
and future possibilities - and
that they will be motivated to
take individual action toward a
solution of our environmental
dilemma.
Man in His Environment is
housed in an all-new hall on
the museum's main floor. Six

interconnected areas wind
through 8,000 square feet of
exhibition space; ramps ma:ke
the entire area accessible to
persons in wheelchairs. The
first three areas focus exclusively on the natural world ;
the last three are concerned
with the impact of man on the
world. Two of the six areas are
film theatres with seating for
75 persons each. The first film
(14 min. ), titled "Ecological
Realities - Natural Laws at
Work, " deals with the matterof-fact way that life on our
planet continues. The second
film (22 min.), titled "The
Choice Is Ours," looks at
man's relationship to earth's
limited resources and asks its
audiences to consider three
major issues: population and
. the consumption of natural
resources; the control of
poisonous substances; and our
traditional social institutions.
The entire exhibition is
. elegant - and serious. It
begins with a large (14½ ft.
diameter) . geodesic structure
with separate facets - each
depicting some aspect of the
planet's tremendous diversity
of life forms: plants, plant
formation, fish, insects, reptiles, birds, and mammals in
the environments in which
they live. Some of these are
repeated in the films ; one
environment shown in the first
film leads into a central
exhibition area, a salt marsh.
The marsh is a reconstruction
of one at Sapelo Island,
Georgia, and it offers a unique
opportunity to study basic
ecological principles within a
total march environment.
Here, the learning process is

participatory
via reading
rails.
The change in areas' from
,
11(_
the salt marsh to the inttp<JH%,,
•tion of man is abrupt - a
direct confrontation. The intent at this point is not merely
to introduce man but to show
the increasing complexity of
his technological world. Within
a surprisingly small area·,
visitors span the centuries
between prehistoric man using
a crude stone tool and
contemporary man with the
enormity of backup equipment
needed to make a single
modem plow - and are thus
prepared for the second film.
The concluding area of Man
in His Environment is another
reflection of the natural world,
hopefully integrated with mankind .
The main exhibit at the
Field Museum, which opens to
the public on November 9,
1975, is part of a comprehensive Man in His Environment
program that also includes a
traveling exhibit and a series
of related museum education
programs to run well into
1977.
The total Man in His
Environment project was
made possible by a major gift
from Mr. and MRs. Ray A.
Kroc and grants from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities, National Science
Foundation, Field Foundation
of Illinois, and the Charles E.
Merrill Trust; funding fo r
certain construction elements
was also provided by the
Chicago park District and the
Field Museum Capital Campaign.

Legal views clash
( cont'd froDt page I)
Council and then, if necessary,
to the University President.
Mendez was found guilty and
sentenced, and he-,did appeal
to the Council.
"My attorney said that if
this is the interpretation that
she got," said Szapiro, "she
had better go back to law
school."
Szapiro said that his attorney told him that the institutional policy was very explicit
in this regard and was not
"vague" as Ming had stated.
Szapiro said that preferring
charges does not require a
hearing.
''There is a difference between charges and an indictment," says Szapiro, "When a
policeman gives you a ticket,
those are charges. He doesn't
have to hold a hearing."
The Student Supreme Court
has issued a restraining or~er
on the Student Affairs Council
· to prohibit Council members
from hearing and discussing
evidence in the Mendez hearing conducted by Speller,
based on Szapiro's interpretation of the institutional policy.
Szapiro says he feels that
listening to the tapes of the
evidence of Speller's hearing,
and hearing ·his- decision and

the reasons for it would
prejudice the Council in the
event they were judged to
have the authority as a "court
of first instance. "

Szapiro's case against the
Student Affairs Council will
come before the Student
Supreme Court on Tuesday,
December 9 at 1 pm.

Sontething Free!!
Plumpers wants to introduce you to our
delicious home made soups. So, come on
over and get your FREE bowl of soup
with purchase of any sandwich and this
coupon.

Jlitmpt-r'!i
Submarine S.-ndwiches . . Soups • . Salads . . Chili
"Penny Wise and Pound Foolish"

3336 W. Bryn Mawr Ave., Chicago 60659
Patrick S. Autry

Phone: 478-9440

John

Coupon good Dec. 5 thru Dec. 12

a~ Gauglian
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Stern
(cont'd from page 1)
do. If they don't like someone's politics, there are all
soffls of ways to stir debate.
There is a political interest in
this issue to get Betances out
of the department."
Stern replied, "You've
talked about the manner in
which the memos were distributed and it seems that
everything has been discussed
except the actual. cont ent of
the memos. These are student
grievances and they should not
be overlooked. "
Stern was supported by
Sociology Depart ment student
representative Pat Nelson who
said, " Up to this point you
have only looked at the
positive aspects but one also
has to look at the negatives.
We have not discussed the
issues and that _is supposed to

be why we are here today,"
A motion was made to
establish a Committee on
Professional Conduct to be
elected by the department to
establish procedures and
standards for the investigation
into professional conduct of
department members upon the
request of the department.
The makers of that motion
yielded to a second motion to
consult with the Vice-president
for Stu·dent Services Jose
Morales and the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences
Randol'f Hudson to search
through the academic community to find why the censure
was ineffectual and what
recourse a department has for
dealing with it.
That motion was passed.

t t,:

[top right] Sociology professors Samuel Betances [top] and Dan Stern both. listen to accusations
and praise of their conduct as professors in the department. Stem participated at times during the
discussion while Betances, with his attorney, said nothing. [bottom right) The meeting was filled
with supporters and detractors of Betances, mostly students. After adjournment some shouts of
praise for him could be heard. [bottom left] Sociology ?i"ofessor Donna lven constantly criticized
Chairperson Mary Shwartz for not allowing equal participation by supporters of Stem.

UNI opens new progra1ns
at Riveredge

GO B~N~N~~ ~T
5246 N. BRO~DW~V
Morning Alter

Northeastern Illinois University and Riveredge Hospital, Illinois ' largest private
psychiatric hospital, 'have added two new areas of specializa1

l.uncft, Dinner & Late Snacb

o PIZZA IN THE PAN

Cocktails
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, D ."libs • Chicken • Steaks T .

FRI. DEC. 5 & SAT. DEC. 6

.

.·

Giant 7 ft, T.V. for

all sports

Ladies Nite, Tues. - drinks 25e
College Nite, Mon . ..,... all drinks 50e'
Happy Hour, 4:00 - Mon.-Fri.
Sat. & Sun. - Open at noon

-~
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-----~M

r ~~. ~
·

S 8808 MILWAUKU AVE. R
....._ 2t1-2100
· E

H

(comer Milwou~H & Dempster)
2727 W. HOWMD ST. l'tlONI Ul-21 . .

Plenty of free ·parking.
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._·vou1/ rrally

Thousands of Topics .
l{O

81,._'8·0202

' 1·111·111·1,4\
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ovrr tht' bunch at 5246 broadway · c\\

See Bananas new disco Tuesday thru Friday.

Send for your up-to-date,_ 160mail order catalog. Enclose·
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE.,# 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.,90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

tion to the Mental Health
Generalist Program begun in
September at Riveredge, 8311
West Roosevelt Rd., Forest
Park. The new areas, called
" specialty tracks, " are those of
behavioral therapy and human
sexuality-sexual dysfunction.
Admission to these two new
areas of study is based on
personal interviews. Interviews can be arranged by
calling John Ranz at Riveredge Hospital, 771-7000, between 8· a .m. and ' noon,
Monday through Friday.
Classes in both new specialty
tracks will be held, 7 p.m. ,
9:30 p.m., Wednesdays, beginning January 7, at River-edge.
The Mental Health Generalist Program is an 18 credit
hour, one year program designed to' imporve the skills
and broaden the experience of
mental health professionals,
paraprofessionals, and others.
It was developed in a cooperative effort between Northeastern Illinois University and
Riveredge Hospital. The faculty is composed of working

professionals from Riverajge
and members of the .Northeastern Illinois Psychology faculty. All classes are held at ·
R.ivered~e.
Students completing the
program wiµ be awarded a
Mental Health Generalist Certificate. Courses already in
progress in the program are
specialty tracks in group
processes, adolescent development, alcoholism counseling,
dance and movement therapy,
family therapy, and biofeedback/ altered states therapeutics.
One required course in the
Mental Health Generalist Program, "Introduction to Community Psychology, " is open
to persons not in the programs
as well. Interested persons
may pre-register at Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn
Mawr at St. Louis Ave., or
may register at the first class
session, 4 p.m., January 7, at
Riveredge Hospital. Classes
will be held, 4 p.m. - 6:30
p .m., Wendnesdays, for 16
weeks.
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forensics win tourney honors
Members of the Northeastern Illinois University Forensics Union won numerous
awards last weekend at the 9th
Annual L. E . Norton Individual E vents Tou rnament a t
Br adley University, Peoria ,
Illinois. Ten Northeastern students participated in a variety
of public speaking and oral
interpretation events with undergraduate performers from
over 65 universities throughout the country.
Among the events offered at
Bradley were prose reading,
poetry reading, duet poetry,
duet acting, informative speaking, after-dinner speaking, oratory, extemporaneous speak. ing, impromptu speaking, and
television speaking.
Leading the Northeastern
forensics team ws JEAN
EINIKIS, who ranked sixth in
an unusually large field of 120
contestants . . For the event of
prose reading, Jean chose a
cutting from Truman Capote's
"A Christmas Memory, " a
work which has achieved fame
in recent years through a
television dramatization starring . Geraldine Page. As a
recipient of a " superior"
award, Jean qualifies for the
national individual events
tournament in interpretation.
J ean also received impressive
ratings in the experimental
event of duet acting.
With a cutting from Terrence McNally's satire of
self-improvement campaigns,
Bad Habits, Jean and J arice
Hanson · ranked high in all
three preliminary rounds with
excellent and superior ratings . .
J arice · also received high
rankings in prose interp with a
humorous · selection .from The
Last Catholic in America, the
fi r st' book of Northeastern
faculty member, John Powers.
Also participating in prose
in t er p was Donna Latham,
with a humorous reading by
Philip Roth. Dan Bardy received an award for superior
performance in prose interp.
H e r eached the semi-final
rounds of competition with a
cutting from Ben Hecht's, The
Lost Soul. Dan's reading
related the inner conflict of a
murderer about to be executed
but who has . forgotten his
identity.
Reaching the semi-finals in
the event of poetry reading
was Deborah Johnson, with a

program of poetry on the
plight of black women by
poets Georgia Douglas Johnson, Owen Dodson, Dudley
Randall, and Margaret Burroughs. Her reading of " Black
Women" conveyed the dilemma of the black expectant
mother who mu st decide
between abortion and bringing
a child into a world of hate.
The theme of feminine struggle
and power was further reinforced in Debbie's interpretation of "Black Mother Praying," "Ballad of Birmingham,"·
and " What Shall I Tell My
Children Who Are Black.' '
Complet ing Northeastern 's
contingent in ·poetry were
freshmen Craig Burns and
Karen Mueller. With a series
of poems with a Bicentennial
emphasis, Craig read selections from Walt Whitman's " I
Sit .and Look Out," Harry
Chapin's " What Made America Famous, " and . Carl Sandburg's ."The People, Yes."
Karen also read Sandburg's
catalogue of questions about
love, "Honey and Salt."
In addition to their participation in poetry reading,
Karen and Craig competed in
duet poetry with a program of

poetry on optimistic and ·
pessimistic views of the future.
In oratory, Debbie Johnson
received an award of excellent
in a speech describing the
problem of child abuse and its
possible solutions.
Polishing his public speaking skills in t he event of
informative speaking was senior Greg Stobbe. Like Jean
Einiki s, Dan' Bardy, and
Debbie J ohnson;- Greg received
an award of ·excellence and
reached the semi-final round of
competition. Greg delivered a
speech o.n t he process of
abstraction, in which he related abstraction to human·
perception, · identified communication problems stemming
from .this phenomenon, and
offered way,s in which awareess of abstracting could better
enable an individual .to cope
By Sam Clark
with his daily e;nvironment.
At Bradley Sue Jasper, a
On the 21st of Nov. the CCAB presented their Second Aimual
sophomore, competed in exTalent Show. The members had their work cut-out for them as
temporaneous speaking for the
they look and scouted for new talent. Miss. Sheila Daugherty,
first time: .f:t'or her efforts, she
Miss. Barbara McClelland, Miss. Betty Brantley, Miss. Angela
received' ratings of excellent
McCain, and last but not least Miss. Doris McClelland who had
the honor to present the outstanding prefromers, with their
which .ahve encourag~ h~~ ~
trophies. First place honors went out to Douglas Vogel, he
continue throughout the year.
received a one hundred dollar bond and a top trophy. 2nd place
Drawing a series of th~ee
went to Authur Day, he received and 50 dollar bond with and 2nd
topics at three different times,
place trophy, third place went out to Maria Miller she came out
(cont'd. on page 7)
with an 25 dollar bond and 3rd place trophy. Judges for the talent
show were Jeffery Hart, Debbie Nieman, Jack Welt, Pat
Washington and Debbie Green.

CCAB iudges ,;,
UNI talent-

UCC asks for
probatio n ~eports
about their success' in redeemStp.dents on probatio_n are
strongly urged to supply their •ing their records much sooner,
hopefully before the winter
instru ctors- · with · cards 'or
trimester
gets underway.
envelopes ~ddressed to Miss
If
there
is some special
D. McCreery, Coordina tor,
Academic Advisement , Uni - information which a student
feels may contribute to a
v ers ity Counseling Center,
better
understanding of his
Bll5. This will enable the
scholas t ic~ achievement, he
in s truct or,s t o , supply the
should be sure to arrange for a
Counseling Center with the
students' final grades at the . conference with a counselor so
that his record may be
same time .they submit them
reviewed ·and this information
to the Rl}Cords Office and will
incorporated. The Counseling
make i~ possible for the
Counseling _Center to process , Center will be open through
December 19 and the recepthe students' records at once
tionist in Bll5 will be most
without having to wait · until
happy to help the student to
the grade reports are issued.
find an appropriate time.
Therefore, students may learn

33.,5004'000
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S cholarships

OPEN AT 11 a.m. DAILY
, -- ---- ----- COUPON - ------- - --,
I

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarsh ips, grants, aids; and
fell owshi ps ranging from $50 t o $1 0,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
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PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF

I

FREE - 1 Pitcher beer with med. pizza
FREE - 2 Pitchers beer with large pizza
50¢ off - any luncheon order

-------------------Movie Nite , Sun., 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite,

11275 Massachusetts fwe., Los Angeles, CA 90025

25¢ BEER

HIDDEN
COVE

8

ALBANY PARK AREA : I
and 3 bedroom apts. Excellent shopping and trans.
Will decorate. Avail. Immed . Call Mrs. Cowin ,

5053 N. Lincoln Ave .

OPEN FOR LUNCH.

Tues., & Thurs., Unescorted Females, 5¢
a Drink.

LOUNGE-PUB
5338 N. Lincoln

784-9638

Dec. 5, 1975

FOR SALE : 1973 Vega - Good
condition, 25,000 miles, AM & FM
cassette deck. Snow tires. $1600 or
best offer . Call Howard at
588-1929
FOR SALE: 1 owner 1966 Chevy.
43,000 miles. Motor-A plus, Interior-B , Body-C minus. $250. Call
Dan at 456-5412.

WANTED: Nurse Medansky in
Health Services would like a ride
at 4 pm Monday thru Friday to
vicinity of Pulaski and Peterson.
Will Pay. Call Ext. 355.

CWC Theatre Group,
Thank you for the excellent
times we've had. Good luck to all
of you. Be content and be
yourselves.
Love,
Maria
Dear Bean Dip,
1
Did you enjoy the special on
turkey tacos last week? As usual
you ar~ your unpredictable self,
which makes you an ultimate
source of joy and confusion mixed
with ginseng. My only wish is that
you would talk to me once in while
so I would be motivated to clean
my room, like a good taco.
Love as always,
Taco

FOR SALE : Sherman, a beautiful
BEAGLE pup must have a loving
WANTED: Keyboard player, bass
home. Neutered male with all
player needed for .forming Jazzshots and AKC registration. 9
Rock band. Call 674-4630 or
months, 17" black, dark eyes,
965-1385.
great with kids, cats and cars.
Needs a yard, really. We've got
WANTED: Information leading to
two others, so Shermie mus t be #1
anyone who designs silver or Barb; Cindy, Anita, Karen, Kathy
elsewhere. A fine dog. $50. Call ,. knowledge of anyone who designs S. and Tom, I would like to take
Bob Walker, Speech Dept. 251this time and obviously free space
silver would be greatly appreci1638.
ated. Specifically silver belt buckle . to wish you all a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
engraved with initials preferably
FOR SALE: Changing stereo
I'll miss you all while I'm in
with turquoise stones. Call 583systems - must sell 8 Track
Massachusetts! love: Barb . ..
4050, X341 between 3:30 and 5:30
Player and Tapes. Tapes range
and ask for Deb Justice. If not
foomrE lt-Oh--'J'O hn, Jefferson Starthere, leave a message with Angie.
ship)'Gi ateful Dead .. . just about
Laurie D. Thank yoµ for a great
anything you want we got. The
friendship in French. Tu es bien
pzi.ce is negotiable, and cheap.
jolie! love Bob T.
Contact us at 545-9277.

-------------

personals

Chuck,
Thank! Yo.u 're reaUy sweet. A
pleasure to know yo1;1.
Hello!
MJ

wanted

• i

forensics

fi i

---------------

Mary Jane, You may never even
get to read this, but I love you!
Bob.

student reps
The results of recent elections for Student Representa•
tives to the Sociology Department are as follows: Beginning
with the Winter trimester and
continuing for one year, Student Representatives to the
Sociology Department will be:
LARRY WOZNICKI ; PAT
NELSON and LENORE
HITCHLER. Those elected to
serve as Alternate Student
Representatives will be: LUIS
BURGOS, DAVID BOLT and
NEREIDA EHL.
Student Reps will again
have mailboxes in•the Sociology Department and provisions
are being made for a permanent area within the Department for use by the reps.
The fuctions of student reps
are to provide a voice for
students concerned with issues
relating to curriculum and
department functioning and to
act as a vehicle for transmission of information and knowledge to and from the . student
body, hopefully to provide a
more meaningful experience
for Sociology Majors.
If you have suggestions and
ideas regarding the Sociology
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To all UNI SCJ's: VCJ PCM (Yes,
contrary to popular belief, I am
still a member!) Bob Tr.

for rent
FOR RENT: 6 rms. 1800 N. 2800 W. $115 and sec. half a
month's free rent for decorating.
Has s tov e and refrig . Good
transportation: El train and bus.
Pets O.K. and/ or one small child.
Cal! 278-4 769 after 6 pm or
583-4050, X341 between 3: 30 and
5: 30 om. Ask for Deb.

Photo
.show
Judith Stein is honored with
a One _Man Photography Show
more appropriately changed to
a Qne Woman et cetera. This
honor is given her in consequence of her entry into the
current Craft & Tech Art
Show. Several photographs of
Stein's among an array of
work by others can be viewed
at The River Gallery, 3307
Bryn Mawr, Chicago, Nov.
21-Dec. 12, weekdays 1-5 pm.
Stein's upcoming Photography Show expects to be a
fine one and well att:.ended. It
is happening Jan. 9-Jan. 30,
weekdays 1-5· pm, at The River
Gallery. The Opening Reception is Jan. 14, 4-8 pm. All are
welcome and encouraged to
come.

library skills
The Library will offer a
P .I.E. course this coming
trimester geared to acquainting university students with
library skills. Classes will meet
Mondays and Wednesdays
from 2 to 3:30 om, and
students will receive 3 hours of
credit for the course. It will be
taught in the Library by the
Library faculty . Objectives are
to provide opportunities for
UN I studen t s to acqu ire
library skills while using the
resources required for research.
The format will be flexible.
There will be some lecturing,
but the main _emphasis will be
to familiarize participants wi t h

the card catalog, standard
bibliographies , indexes, abstracts, encyclopedias, dictionaries, government documents , and research techniques. Students will be expected to · do an independent
search in order to develop a
bibliography on a subject of
their choice. · In conjunction
with this project they will keep
a diary of their research
strategies. At the end of the
trimester t he project will be
evalua ted , and should it prove
helpful, the Library faculty
will make the course available
again.

••

home
study m11, 1111,
:
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the radio station at Wes tern
Hlinois Bniversity in the event
of Television Speaking. In his
first interscholastic competition, Mike finished eighth in
the event.
Future trips include Carthage College in Kenosha ,
Wisconsin on December 5th
and 6th, and the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewatet on December 12th and 13th. Anyone
inter_e s t ed in the forensi cs
program should also keep alert
to publicity relating to the
Princeton and Harvard Universities Model U nited Na tions Conference.

Department .and its functioning, . contact your Student
Representatives through the
Sociology Department and let
them know "where you're at." .

P.I.E. course teaches

Dolora, Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year! Bob T .

(cont'd from page -,,
Sue delivered speeches answering the . follawin
·
What will happen to Spain
when Franco dies? Should the
Federal Government bail out
New York City? Presidential
Assassinations : How can we
enforce better protection for
the President?
Mike Gasso tested his
broadcasting skills acquired in

P.iige 7

Soc. Dept. elects

classifieds
WANTED : Good home for kittens. I have four kittens which will
be ready for adoption by Christmas Eve. The kittens have been
constantly exposed to contemporary opera and rock music so their
moving experience will be transitional in any loving home. Please
call Mike Woznicki at JU3-3055
for the free kitten and free can of
cat food.
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sports

Nuccio's back; Setze's up front
,f\« \/,ft~·,&"''

NORTHEASTERN ILL. UNIVERSITY
Varsity Ice Hockey

Statistics as of Dec . 1, 1975
3 wins, 4 losses, 1 tie, 4 29 goals for 33 goals against 40
Player

by Mike Steze
Our · Ice Eagles fought to a
5-5 tie Sunday with. the
University of Michigan-Dearborn. Behind Rich Nuccio in
goal, the team held off a
strong comeback bid by the
visitors. Nuccio had been out 2
weeks with a wrist injury, but
judging by his spectacular
performance. Sunday, is completely recovered. Jumping to

the season. This weekend, t he
an early lead with four goals
team t ravels to Peoria and
from Mike Setze and one fron
Springfield for conferen ce
Scott Peterson, wasn't enough
games against Eastern Illinois,
to win though as Michigan
Bradley, and Wes tern Illinois.
kep t coming back. Setze's four
A player in the past who
goal game was only the third
usually plays exceptionally
time in UNI history a player
well down state is Bob
has scored more than three
Hessberger, one of the most
goals in a single game. The tie
hated a~d feared players by
now gives the team a 3 win, 4
opponents. "Hess" is a key
loss, and 1 tie record as it
approaches the six th week of · 'element in the Eagle defense.

Paine
Setze
Soboj
Peterson
Colasuno
Twardcwski
Spain
Markowitz
Kadonoga
Hess berger
Blitstein
Stanzinski
Lazaro
Krantz
Martino
Harris
Nuccio
Romito

Goals

Assists

6
9
3
4
4
1
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

· The· Ice Eagles will be home
for two more games before
semester break: Thursd ay,

Points
12
12
9
7
7
6
5
3
3
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

6
3
6
3
3
5
4
1
2
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Penalty Minutes
54
18
36
6
6
6
50
6
18
6
4
13
0
2
0
16
0
0

)

.. UJ

,
<!

Dec. 11, 10 :00 pm at Loyola U.
and Sunday, Dec. 14, 3:30 pm
at Morraine Valley.

Judo thrown in on the side

by Deborah C. Hockman
and Bruce Christensen
What class at Northeastf'rn:
-meets on Wednesday
nights during the Fall and
Winter Trimesters;

- confers upon the student
one credit hour;
- is one of the first to close
during registration ;
-requires bare feet;
-and allows the student to

throw the instructor on the
floor.
For the past three years,
Herb Parsons has taught a
beginner and .intermediate
judo and self-defense class at

UNI. The class has been · mediate and advanced courses.
received with wide enthusiasm
Parsons is a third degree
black belt and a long-standing
by the student body, men as
member of the United States
well as women.
Judo A s sociation. He is a
The beginning course introformer student of the Chicago
duces the student to the basic
Teachers College North and
falls and throws of judo and
presently, a faculty member
self-defense. Perfection and
and swim team coach a t
elaboration of judo techniques
Hersey High School.
are emphasized in the inter-

Talent Show Photos

